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The dusty path settled around and there were lines of verse going off in my head. 

I thought about the random figures and their isolated figurines 

mannequins and children and statues and illustrations 

 caricatures 

isolated in my mind 

the vision of the thought 

seeing their bodies writhing 

seeing their languages 

the things they say as my legs move grotesque 

memorable 

 but I forget 

as if they are the old dolls of the attics and the basements 

 wind-up 

 you’re thinking Caucasian 

  I’m thinking Khmer 

  I’m thinking old paper 

  I’m thinking archives used as stables 

   National Library near Raffles Hotel 

  shit and luxury 

  knowledge and manure 

and you let them unwind into conversation 

 like the clouds having conversations with the sun 

dolls with faces painted telling ghost stories about the lives of the living 

dolls with hands turned to brittle splinters thanks to the rats 

 same ones we’ll find run over dead on the street corners 



 

on second thought I’m just staring at the trees 

and the bushes 

 planted or wildly strewn 

it was all bordering the dusty path like walls funneling our sweaty, bloated bodies 

 my own body bloated by my own shirt 

 second skin like a smirk on a face in oblivion or when oblivious 

 like a dash of paint the word “action” 

  THINK: A-C-T-I-O-N 

   in red or black 

  think: attack canvas 

the bushes hardly moving ‘cause the wind hardly moving 

no sounds tho’ the funeral at the pagoda 

 imagine the black and white paper and the large, ecstatic tent 

while imaging if my feet are sun-burnt or layered with the dust of the burning sun 

for each step we move to make whips up strings of dust in anticipation 

just as our bodies cause the mind to rise in anticipation 

 thinking leave me to act and leave me to go home 

 and why the sudden failure of a bike repaired in a wise tone 

 

it’s just shit 

no thesis just road 

girl on a bicycle 

 she is as fast as you 

  but you have slowed to be with her 

  Dede you have slowed 

   and James slows even more to take that picture 

   one with the winning poses 

   and everything so real feels surreal 



 she is your friend with the smile 

 smile like a crinkled riel in the dirt 

  Khmer kids playing with flip flops 

  What have the parents named them? 

mangos dangling like ornaments and so are papayas 

fruit you could eat 

to “sink your teeth into” 

look for the one turning red and the other turning yellow 

wipe off the mounting sweat breaking across to blind you 

heat blasting through pushing across the river 

 Tonle Bassac magic 

 across the island 

  a curvy land mass 

  a smile alive like the Khmer 

 slicing language lively and timely 

 the language of a land without disaster 

  nature versus man 

   Crouching in the garden 

   Prickly seed pods attached to my skin 

    Graft versus Craft 

    Entrapment versus Encroachment 

  man versus man 

   Must ask of the Rouge here 

   So many questions 

   But all we exchange are greetings 

   My language from your mouth 

   Your language from mine 

   Those dancing clouds telling fate 

   Casting weight to time 



and there is a monk on the back of a moto 

and there is a puppy with a broken leg 

and there is a naked child amidst a gang of clothed children 

and there is a toothless woman 

and there are the OREO cookies 

and James wielding the camera like a bazooka 

and there is that house I’d live in 

 don’t forget it 

  I’d live there 

  in the island of the ether 

if you’d visit me once a week 

  remember: coffee, whisky, cell phone credit, and company 

  in exchange: you can use my toilet 

   the fanciest toilet on the island 

 

broken bicycle 

wooden ferry 

 one replacement 

 in the corner 

  of the river 

capable of holding us all and keeping us shaded while we watch the waves burn into air 

also there’s that storage shack 

 the one a family calls home 

and after that there were two cups of green sugarcane juice 

the images replace themselves one after another as words slowly convert over 

and we inch forward toward the pagoda 

and when we arrive it is empty 

except for one boy who stares at us 

as we take pictures 



 wings are hands fluttering 

 the orange and red and yellow flowers miniature explosions 

and as we stay we try our hardest to keep from getting dirty 

but this sweat is a curtain of dirt, isn’t it? 

pores clogged and fetal, in a way, right? 


